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Misalignments between display and control reference frames complicate execution of many remote control
tasks by loading the operator’s attentional resources with mental transformations. It is thus important to
maintain alignment between an operator’s controls and her view of the controlled object or task space.
Maximising the operator’s situational awarenesswithin this task space by providing an optimal frame of
reference also simplifies task execution. Traditional rigid tethering integrates desirable egocentric and
exocentric aspects of a display by connecting an exocentric view of the task space to the system being
controlled. This paper introduces the concept of dynamic rethering (a superset of rigid tethering) which
also preserves the principle of the moving part while maintaining control-display motion compatibility.
Two experiments are presented,which show that compliance with these principles decreasesthe frequency
of control reversals, improves reaction times, and decreases the RMS error associated with tracking
perfonname.
INTRODUCTION
The frame of reference chosen for a telemanipulation task
has an influence on human performance in many applications,
such as: space operations (Wettergreen et al, 1999), aviation
(Johnson and Roscoe, 1972), remote vehicle control
(McGovern, 1991; Craig et al., 1983; Milgram and Colquhoun
1999a), scientific visualisation (McCormick et al., 1998),
endoscopic surgery (Holden et al., 1999; Milgram and
Colquhoun, 1999b), land navigation (Glumm et al., 1998;
Kitamura et al., 199X), and t&robotics (Sheridan, 1992).
Adequate navigation and control of remote devices are critical
to successful task completion and can weigh heavily on the
attentional resources of the operator. It is therefore important
to design displays to provide appropriate feedback about such
devices and their environment and support these tasks without
adding too much complexity. It is also important to maintain
appropriate alignment between an operator’s controls and her
view of the controlled object, becausemisalignments between
display and control reference frames complicate task
execution by loading the operator’s attentional resources with
mental transformations. Another objective of display design is
to maximise the operator’s global situational awarenesswithin
the task space. It is widely recognised that global awareness
increases with the exocentricity of the frame of reference
while the awareness needed for local guidance decreases
accordingly, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The concept of vieypoinf
telherlng facilitates the
integration of necessary information from egocentric and
exocentric displays by linking an exocentric view of the task
space to the telemanipulator. Wickens (Wickens et al, 1994;
Wickens & Hollands, 2000) describes such a link as a “3D
[rigid] tether” (illustrated in Figure I). This virtual cameramanipulator connection allows both global awareness and
local guidance information to be maintained simultaneously.
Egomotion (i.e., the movement of one’s viewpoint with
corresponding control inputs) within the resulting display

ensures that a consistent control-display relationship is
preserved. Also, becausethe attached viewpoint is exocentric,
global situational awareness is promoted. On the other hand,
local navigational awareness is also maintained when the
viewpoint is only slightly displaced from its “nominal”
position (e.g., the cab of the excavator shown in Figure 1).
However, applying a rigid tether results in a display that
violates the principle of motion compatibility, since the
operator will observe world motion which is opposite to the
direction of her input. In addition, becausethe output of such a
display closely resembles that of a compensatory tracking
system, certain well-known disadvantages associated with
motion cue depletion may result.
It is proposed that relaxing the constraints associatedwith
the “rigid” tether may help to alleviate some of these
problems. In particular, modelling the tether as a mass-springdamper system allows its rigidity properties to be modified.
This dynamic tether creates a display that combines elements
of both compensatory and pursuit tracking systems. Early
work by Senders and Cruzen (1952) indicated that “a good
deal might be gained by using a display that has the target
move slightly yet keeps the scaling advantages of
compensatory presentations”. The dynamic tether is also an
example of frequency separation. Fogel introduced the
“frequency-separation” concept with his Kin&g display in
1959, and Roscoe conducted further research in the 1970’s.
The above-mentioned theoretical characteristics of the
dynamic tether imply that tracking performance should be
improved when this construct is applied.
The objective of this paper is to present the results of an
initial investigation into the principle of dynamic tethering,
which show how docking and tracking performance measures
(i.e., reaction time, frequency of control reversals, and RMS
error in the frequency domain) differ between non-tethered,
rigidly-tethered, and dynamically-tethered displays. Full
details of the experiment may be found in Colquhoun (2000).
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Figure

1 Centricity continuum: The transition from ego- to exocentric viewpoints (adapted liom Wickens et al, 1994)
METHOD

Participants
Ten paid subjects (2 women, 8 men) of varying
backgrounds participated in this experiment. All subjects had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and ranged in age from
their late teens to late thirties. Three of the participants were
left-hand dominant, but all indicated that they used their right
hands when manipulating computer input devices, such as a
joystick or a mouse. Two of the l&handed subjects
performed counterbalancedtrial orders.
Experimental Setup
A Silicon Graphics Impact graphics system was used to
present docking and tracking tasks on a high-resolution 17inch monitor. The display refresh rate was 60 Hz; however,
becausescreen update rate fluctuated with computational load
on the system, the actual resulting update rate varied between
25 and 35 Hz. The interface was designed such that it
provided feedback and instructions to the user, and logged
experimental data with little intervention by the experimenter.
Subject eye-to-screen distance from the monitor was
approximately 50 cm. The height of the subject’s eye level
relative to the monitor was not controlled, since it was more
important that the subjects’ seat heights be adjusted such that
their arn~srested comfortably on the armrest of the controller.
This helped to ensure that fatigue would not set in due to
inappropriate positioning of the subjects’ arms while tracking
the on-screen targets.

Two experiments were performed, both as factorial
designs, comprising a rotating cursor which was to be aligned
with a rotated target. The fust was a 6~14~2x5 facforial,
design docking aperiment.

The second design was a 10x2x5 factorial, within-subjecrs
design tracking experiment. In particular, there were:
.

ten levels of tracking inputs, reflecting the average cursor
angular displacement (CAD) from a nominal zero
position,
. two levels of viewpoint perspective (VP, same as above),
. five levels of dynamic tethering (DT, same as above).
It is again important to understand the distinctions between the
different angular independent variables presented above. CAD
is analogous to CO for the docking task, but representsa mean
level rather than a single value. There is no variable analogous
to AD above, since this variable is incorporated into the
amplitude of the forcing function disturbance.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental Design

within-subjects

six levels of displacement, or angular departure (AD),
between the presented cursor and target markers,
l
fourteen levels of cursor orientation (CO), with respect to
a nominal zero position, or base vector,
l
hvo levels of viewpoint perspective (VP),
l
five levels of dynamic tethering (DT), in terms of natural
frequencies: {WOO:0 Hz, ~01: 2.65~10” Hz, ~02:
2.29~10.‘Hz, ~03: 1.985~10” Hz, and ~99: m Hz).
It is important to understand the distinctions between the three
different independent variables presented above as angular
displacements. The tirst, AD, represents the size of the step
input to the docking task. The second, CO, represents the
angular rotation of the cursor relative to the defined forward
facing base vector, and is unrelated to AD, the magnitude of
the docking task input. The third, VP, represents the angular
rotation of the camera viewpoint about its pitch axis relative to
the 3D-cursor control system.
l

There were:

Reaction Time. Figure 2, for the docking experiment,
indicates that tethering in general decreasesthe time it takes to
decide which direction of input is required to align the cursor
with the given target orientation. Although themreactiontimes
measured when using tethers ~01, ~02, ~03, and ~99 are not
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significantly different from each other (p > O.OS),the mean
reaction times for the single non-tethered case, WOO, is
significantly greater than all of the other four (F(4,36)=18.343,
p<O.OOOl).Figure 3 illustrates this same result, where we
easily seethe separation of the non-tethered WOOdata from the
rest. No significant interaction between cursor orientation and
the first five tether types listed in Figure 3 @>0.05), but this
may be due to the fact that variations in the measures of
reaction time obscure any potential interaction. The corrected
WOOdata show a slight tendency toward increased reaction
time as the cursor alignment with the physical controls
decreases, i.e. as CO increases, when all occurrences of
control reversal are removed from the data for the nontethered case (i.e., w/o CRs). Control reversals are initial rapid
control movements in the wrong direction, and as predicted by
the principle of speed-accuracy trade-offs, the existence of
such reversal errors should bias the reaction time measures
downward. Removal of control reversal data thus presents a
more true picture of how mental operations affect reaction
times as a function of varying degrees of control-display
misalignment (CO).

(~01, ~02, ~03, and ~99); however, there is a significant
increase in the occurrence of control reversals in the nontethered case, WOO,F(4,36)=12.889, p< 0.0001. Figure 4
illustrates why this is so. As the misalignment between the
hand-controls and the displayed cursor orientation (CO)
increases:
(a) from O0to +/- 45”, the proportion of control reversals that
occur are due to chance error and thus the data for the five
tethers cannot be distinguished,
(b) approaching +/-90”, the non-tethered display permits
increased controller-cursor incongruence and we can see
that the probability of control reversals occurring rapidly
increases,
(c) between 90” and 180” (and -90” to -180’), the number of
occurrences levels off and then increases drastically again
at +i- 180”.
These increases in operator error are due to the cognitive
loading incurred because of the mental rotations involved in
mapping the displaced cursor to the forward facing controller.

Figure 2 Effects of dynamic tethering (DT) on reaction time

Figure 4 Control reversals: DT x CO interaction

Figure 5 Plot of Spectral Power over three frequency ranges
Control Reversals. Figure 4, also from the docking
experiment, illustrates in a different way how tethering can
reduce the frequency of operator error in the form of control
reversals. On average there is no signiticant difference
between the results obtained from the four tethered cases

.Specrra[ Analysis. A spectral analysis of the tracking data
(from the tracking experiment) was performed in order to
investigate the effects of dynamic tethering performance in the
frequency domain. Figure 5 illustrates the spectral error power
contained over three critical frequency ranges contained
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within the forcing function. The graph shows that performance
at all frequencies was best (i.e. rms emor lowest) when tethers
~02 and ~03 were used. The graph also indicates that at
higher tracking frequencies, which dictate tracking
performance (see Poulton, 1974), one’s ability to perceive
both absolute & relative motion of the cursor and target
becomes increasingly important (i.e., the difference in
performance with each tether is more pronounced).

belief that a “moderate” set of tether parameter values should
lead to an optimal trade-off among the various advantagesand
disadvantages associated with each extreme of the tether
continuum. Further research must he performed, however, to
investigate, in more detail, the manner in which optimal tether
break frequency relates to the frequency composition of the
input tracking function.
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Figure 6 Perceived effect of rigidity on performance

Figure 7 Subjective rating of responseto on-screen motion
In reviewing the objective docking and tracking measuresand
subjective performance measures recorded in this study, one
tethering mode, ~02 (r&=0.023 Hz, i;=l.O), appears to rank
better than the rest. This mode elicited the best performance
for the given tasks in terms of control errors and reaction
times, RMS tracking scores, and less subjective ratings of
disorientation. This result was not unexpected, as it was our
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